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Introduction

What is Wandering Star?

Wandering Star is a set of rules for playing wargames with miniatures in a
science fiction setting. If you prefer rules that offer highly differentiated options
for building up your forces, that let you tinker with points and army lists and
that give a realistic and gritty portrayal of near future warfare, those are not the
rules you are looking for. However, if you want rules that are easy to explain,
fast to play and that provide the excitement of space operas like Star Wars and
Firefly, give them a try - you might find them to your liking!

What do you need to play?

Obviously, you need some kind of figures. We use 15mm figures, but there is no
reason why Wandering Star could not be played with 28mm, 6mm or any other
size of figures.

You will also need a playing area and terrain. We've been playing Wandering
Star on a table of 100cmx80cm and it worked fine for a game of about an hour.
If you use a larger playing area, it might take considerably longer.

For dice, you will need a couple of six-sided dice (D6) - five per player will be
sufficient. If you use the pre-game sequence, you need a ten-sided die (D10).
On rare occasions, you might also need a four-sided die (D4), but if you don't
have one at hand, just throw a D6 and roll again if you rolled a 5 or 6.

You will need measuring tapes for movement and firing. Wandering Star uses
centimeters throughout the game.

Finally, you will need a couple of markers. Most important are order chits and
objective chits. We use tiddly-winks on which we marked the orders or
objectives on one side. For orders, you will need a full set of four for each unit
you field. Watch out that they are all the same colour, otherwise the enemy will
see what order you are giving! For objectives, you will need 12 chits - ours are a
different colour from the orders so that we don't confuse them.

The other markers you need are pinned markers. You can use tiddly-winks again
or, as we did, build little explosions by sticking nails unto a base and covering
them with PVA glue and sand. If you use vehicles, you might also want to use
markers to indicate how many hits they have taken.
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The Rules

Units

A unit typically consists of 5 figures. One exception are Weapon Teams, which
consist of only 2 figures. All the figures in the unit must stay within 2cm of the
next unit member. Each unit has a list of characteristics or stats which apply to
the whole unit. Individual figures do not have special functions - if figures have
to be eliminated, any figure may be taken.

Unit stats

Weapons: The weapons a unit is equiped with.

Armour: This is the target number that has to be rolled to save a hit.

Intelligence: This is the target number that has to be rolled to achieve an
objective if the objective chit says INT (the test may be modified as indicated on
the chit).

Strength: This is the target number to make a hit when fighting close combat as
well as the target number that has to be rolled to achieve an objective if the
objective chit says STR.

Morale: This is the target number to be rolled when making a Morale test.

Special Rules: Special rules are useful to model specific characteristics of a unit
and add some flavour to your forces. See below for a list of special rules.

Phases

Each turn of the game is played as a succession of phases. Begin at 1 and work
your way through to 5. If the victory conditions of the scenario have not been
achieved, begin the next turn again at 1.

1. Initiative phase

2. Order phase

3. Movement phase

3.1. Move all units with CHARGE order, resolve close combat if necessary

3.2. Move all units with ADVANCE order

3.3. Resolve all INTERACT orders

4. Shooting phase

4.1. Resolve shooting for all units with OVERWATCH order
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4.2. Resolve shooting for all units with ADVANCE order

4.3. Resolve shooting for all units with CHARGE order

4.4. Resolve shooting for all units with INTERACT order and for pinned units

5. End phase: Remove all 'pinned' markers

Initiative phase

The player who has achieved more objectives has the initiative. If both have the
same amount (or none), roll 1D6 each and add +1 for each unit. Whoever has
the higher score has the initiative for this turn.

Order Phase

Place an order marker face down next to each unit. There are four possible
orders:

CHARGE: The unit may move up to 20cm (but has to move at least 10cm) and
gets a -1 to hit when shooting.

ADVANCE: The unit may move up to 10cm and has no shooting penalties.

OVERWATCH: The unit may not move at all but gets a +1 to hit when shooting. It
may also use opportunity fire and interrupt an enemy's action at any moment to
shoot. If it does, it will not get the OVERWATCH bonus and may not shoot again this
turn.

INTERACT: The unit may not move at all and may shoot with only half the normal
shooting dice available (round up). It may however interact with an objective.

Movement Phase

Now proceed as indicated in the list above. First, all chits with CHARGE orders are
uncovered; then the player with initiative starts moving those units and
conducing close combat. When he or she is finished, the other player moves his
or her units with CHARGE orders. Afterwards, the process is repreated with units
with ADVANCE orders and last with units with INTERACT orders.

Units may move up to 10cm in any direction if issued the ADVANCE order. If issued
the CHARGE order, they may move up to 20cm but have to move at least 10cm.

Terrain may modify movement. The modification applies when any part of the
unit's path touches the terrain.

Light terrain: No penalties (e.g. small obstacles, rough going, light woods...).

Difficult terrain: No CHARGE move is possible (large obstacles, dense woods,
shallow river...).

Impassable: As it says (e.g. deep river, high wall...).
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Units may enter and exit buildings (or climb on roofs etc.) using an ADVANCE

move.

Close Combat

Units may enter close combat by charging (not by advancing, except in difficult
terrain) into contact with an enemy unit (in this case, the minimum movement
rule does not apply, so you can charge into close combat with units that are
closer than 10cm). The attacked unit may decide if it wants to flee or stand and
fight. If it flees, it must retreat full CHARGE distance (20cm) out of reach of the
attacking unit and automatically becomes pinned.

If it stands and fights, the charger resolves his attackes first. Roll 1D6 for each
figure, STR to hit. The attacked unit may save each hit by rolling against its
armour value. If an attack causes two or more casualties or the attacker has
rolled two or more 6s (regardless if they are saved or not), the target unit has to
roll against its Morale to prevent it from breaking. Units that break must
immediately retreat 20cm and count as pinned.

If the unit does not break, it may counterattack. Roll 1D6 per (remaining) figure,
STR to hit. Test for breaking as before. If neither unit breaks, they stay locked in
close combat, may not be issued orders and have to continue fighting next turn
(in phase 2.1). No unit may shoot into close combat, nor may they enter the
fray by charging.

Tests

All tests - interactions with plot points or morale tests - are made by rolling 1D6
against the target value.

For interaction tests, roll against the unit's INT or STR as indicated on the
objective chit.

For morale tests, roll against the unit's Morale.

Interaction with Objectives

When in contact with an objective and issued the INTERACT order, the unit may
interact with the objective. If no one has interacted with that objective before,
draw an objective chit. Otherwise, the chit that is already designated to the
objective applies. The unit may attempt the interaction by rolling against INT or
STR as indicated on the chit. If successful, the objective is achieved. If the unit
fails the test, it may try again next turn. A unit gets a +1 for each subsequent
attempt if it stays in contact with the objective. The chit stays with the objective
for the rest of the game (apart from the Trap and Screw up chits, which are
discarded after their effect is resolved).

Two units from both sides may attempt to secure the same objective, but the
unit with initiative may try first.
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Objective chits:

INT (3x), STR (3x): Roll against the unit's INT or STR.

INT+1 (1x), STR+1 (1x), INT-1 (1x), STR-1 (1x): Roll against the unit's INT or
STR and apply the modifier indicated.

Trap (1x): Unit is pinned immediately and the chit is discarded.

Screw up (1x): The objective may immediately be replaced within 10cm by the
other player.

Shooting Phase

As in the movement phase, the player with initiative starts with resolving
shooting for all his units with OVERWATCH orders (provided they have not yet shot
by using Opportunity fire, see below). When he is finished, the other player
resolves his or her OVERWATCH shooting. Continue the process following the
sequence above, that is resolve all shooting with units that have the ADVANCE

order, the CHARGE order and, last, that have the INTERACT order or are pinned.

To shoot, at least half the figures of a unit must have a LOS to half the target
unit's figures. Measure distance between the nearest figures. Roll 1D6 per figure
in unit. Regardless of modifiers, 1 is always a miss, 6 is always a hit.

Weapon / Range <20cm 20-40cm 40-60cm

Blaster Pistol 5+ - -

Plasma Carbine 4+ 5+ -

Laser Rifle 4+ 5+ 6+

Sniper Rifle - 4+ 5+

Hvy Support Wp - 4+ (also AT) 4+ (also AT)

Cover modifiers:

Soft cover: -1 to hit

Heavy cover: -1 to hit, +1 to save for target

Saving throw

Roll 1D6 per figure hit to save according to armour:

No armour: 6+

Light armour: 5+
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Medium armour: 4+

Heavy armour: 3+

Pinned units: If an attack causes two or more casualties or the attacker has
rolled two or more 6s (regardless if they are saved or not), the target unit has to
roll against its Morale to prevent it from being pinned.

Pinned units may not move or interact with plot points. They shoot (and fight in
close combat) with only half their dice (in phase 3.4). Pinned units that get
pinned again break and immediately have to retreat 20cm (back and into cover
if possible, where they continue to be pinned). All pinned units automatically get
unpinned in phase 4.

Opportunity fire: Units that have the OVERWATCH order may interrupt an enemy
unit's action within LOS at any moment and shoot at this unit. If doing so, they
do not get the OVERWATCH bonus when rolling to hit and may not fire again this
turn.

It is possible that more units are on OVERWATCH and a cascade of opportunity
firing starts. In this case, it is always the unit that declares its intention to use
opportunity fire last that shoots first.

Example: Red unit A and blue unit X are on OVERWATCH and are in each other's LOS. Blue
unit Y moves into LOS of red unit A. A declares opportunity fire at Y. Now blue unit X
declares opportunity fire at red unit A. X shoots first at A, then, if not pinned, A may fire at
Y.

Heavy Support Weapons: If used by infantry, it may not fire when the unit
charges and gets -1 to hit when the unit advances. A unit with heavy support
weapons consist of a team of two figures; if one is out of action, substract one
die for shooting. If both are out of action, the team is removed. For infantry,
heavy support weapons are only available as part of a Weapon Team, which
means that the team gains two additional dice for shooting (i.e. they have 4 dice
in all - see special rules).

End phase

Remove all 'pinned' markers and order chits. Check if anyone has achieved the
victory conditions for the scenario. If not, continue with the initiative phase of
the next turn.
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Infantry Special Rules

Blades -1 on enemy's save in close combat.

This is useful if you want a unit to have a low STR (i.e. make it less capable
of achieving objectives) but still be good at close combat, e.g. alien critters
like bugs or xenomorphs.

Camo Suit Always counts as if in soft cover if given ADVANCE, OVERWATCH or
INTERACT order.

The soft cover bonus is not accumulative - the unit does not get any further
modifications if it is in terrain that normally counts as soft cover.

Commander Any other unit within 20cm of this unit gets +1 on any test
(Morale, Interaction).

This may either model the effect of a military commander or some kind of
inspiring hero.

Flyer When moving, treats all terrain as normal terrain.

All kinds of flying troops, be they winged animals or troops with jet packs,
may be modeled by using this special rule. We normally treat them as landed
in between movement, that is a figure that is placed behind cover counts as
landed and behind cover when shot at.

Heavy Support
Weapon

-1 when shooting on ADVANCE move, no shooting on CHARGE

move. For infantry, only available in combination with the
'Weapon Team' special rule.

This represents any weapon that has anti-tank capabilities, is heavy to lug
around and has to be set up to shoot, be it a plasma gun or a rocket
launcher.

Power Armour No shooting penalty when charging.

This models the built-in targeting computer of power armour. All other
characeristics can be modeled by the normal stats, e.g. by giving power
armoured troops a high STR and heavy armour.

Ranger Treats difficult terrain as light terrain.

This may be used to model troops that either have local knowledge, or that
have had special training in moving through heavy terrain, or for critters that
are assumed to move swiftly in their natural environment.

Weapon Team +2D6 for shooting.

As mentioned in the section on shooting rules, weapon teams consist of only
two figures. This means they are powerful at shooting but quite brittle as
they are destroyed after taking two hits.
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Vehicles

Vehicle stats

A/Ch moving distance: The distance the vehicle may move when advancing or
when charging. Normally, this is 20cm and 40cm, but it may depend on how you
want to model the craft.

Armour: As for infantry unit, this is the target number that has to be rolled to
save a hit.

Weapons (number of dice rolled in brackets): Same as for infantry units.
Vehicles may fire heavy support weapons like any other weapons, that is with
the normal penalty when charging and no penalty when advancing.

Repair: This is the target number that has to be rolled to repair critical damage.
Only one repair per turn may be attempted when issued the INTERACT order.

Damage Points: This is the number of hits a vehicle can take before it is
destroyed and taken out of the game. Hits can be indicated with markers or
crossed off on the vehicle stat sheet.

Special Rules: Special rules can be useful to model some specific type of vehicle.

Order Phase

The CHARGE, ADVANCE and OVERWATCH orders apply as above.

A vehicle may not interact with an objective (except if it has the Manipulators 
special rule). Instead, on the INTERACT order, the crew may attempt to repair one 
critical hit. Roll against the Repair value, if successful, the effect of the critical hit
ceases. Damage Points may not be repaired. Like infantry units, vehicles on the 
INTERACT order shoot with only half their dice.

Movement

Like foot troops, vehicles have two movement rates, one for advancing and one
for charging. The values depend on the vehicle, but 20cm for advancing and
40cm for charging are the most common. Vehicles may turn at will on an ADVANCE

move, but may make only one turn of up to 90° on a CHARGE move. Terrain
modifiers apply as follows:

Light terrain: No CHARGE move possible (small obstacles, rough going, light
woods...).

Difficult terrain: Impassable (large obstacles, dense woods, shallow river...).

Impassable: As it says.
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Transporting units

Infantry units may embark or disembark a vehicle with the Transport special
rule. The infantry must be issued the ADVANCE order, the vehicle must not have
CHARGE orders. Troops may enter or leave the vehicle at the beginning or the end
of its movement, but not in between. The troops may move their full ADVANCE

move when embarking or disembarking.

If a transport is destroyed while troops are on board, each figure has to make a
saving throw. Those that succeed are placed besides the destroyed vehicle. The
unit counts as pinned.

Shooting

Each vehicle may shoot with only one of its weapons per turn. Roll the number
of dice indicated in brackets behind the weapon for hits (normal modifiers
apply).

If a vehicle is shot at, it may save each hit as usual. Per unsaved hit it loses one
Damage Point. If the shooter rolls at least one 6 that is not saved, an additional
Critical Hit is taken (roll on the critical hit table). When comparing hits to saves,
the 6s are counted last (i.e. if there are more hits than saves and one is a 6, the
6 is not saved and the critical hit applies).

Pinned and break tests apply as usual - on two or more hits, or if the attacker
rolls two or more 6s (regardless if saved or not), the vehicle has to roll against
its Repair value to prevent it from becoming pinned. If an already pinned
vehicles is pinned again, it has to retreat at CHARGE speed to the next available
cover and stays pinned.

Close Combat

Vehicles may not enter close combat. If a vehicle rams an obstacle or another
vehicle, each vehicle involved takes 1D4 hits, a 4 counting as a critical hit. If at
least one vehicle involved was moving at CHARGE speed, automatically add one
hit. Apart from the critical hit, the hits may be saved as usual.
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Vehicle Critical Hits Table

The attacker rolls 2D6 to determine the effects:

2 Misfire: Attacker saves against one hit.

3 Breakdown: Vehicle breaks down, may not do anything (moving,
shooting) except attempt to repair on the INTERACT order.

4 Steering damage: Only one 90° turn on ADVANCE order, no turns on
CHARGE order.

5 Steering damage: Only one 90° turn on ADVANCE order, no turns on
CHARGE order.

6 Secondary Weapon Failure: No shooting with secondary weapon.

7 Primary Weapon Failure: No shooting with primary weapon.

8 Motor damage: No movement.

9 Motor damage: No movement.

10 Out of control: Vehicle must make same move as before with
maximum speed at a straight line in the direction it was heading. If it
did not move, it will move at full ADVANCE speed in a random direction.

11 Explosion: Vehicle explodes and is destroyed.

12 Spectacular Explosion: Vehicle explodes, all units within 10cm save
against 1D6-3 hits.
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Special Rules for Vehicles

Armoured Only affected by AT weapons.

As it says, vehicles with this special rule can only be damaged or destroyed
by heavy support weapons - all other weapons have no effect!

Drop Pod May be deployed in the set up phase anywhere on the table,
but not within 25cm of an objective or a table edge. May not be
issued any other orders than OVERWATCH.

This is used for drop pods or landers, but is also handy for burrowing or
tunneling units - just use a marker to designate a hole in the ground.

Flyer Treats all terrain as normal terrain.

We use the different heights of the flight stands as indicators for the cruising
height of the vehicle and therefore to determine LOS. Hovercrafts or speeder
bikes fly very low and can go into cover behind buildings, while VTOLs and
snubfighters are mounted on higher stands and are always in a clear LOS
from any point of the table.

Manipulators Vehicle may interact with objective instead of repairing on
INTERACT order.

Exosceletons, power loaders, robots or even mecha may be fitted with
manipulators.

Nimble May turn on CHARGE move at will.

Useful for speeder bikes and similar highly maneuverable craft.

Robotic May not be issued OVERWATCH order. When moving, has to move
in a direct way towards the next unit or objective. When
shooting, has to target the nearest enemy unit. May get pinned
but will never break.

Usually, we use normal unit or vehicle stats for humanoid, sentinent robots.
However, for drones or more primitive battle droids such a restricted
behaviour might be more adequate. Can also be used to model the single-
mindedness of larger critters.

Soft Skin Affected by all weapons.

Most civilian vehicles would fall under this category.

Transport May transport indicated number of figures.

See the rules for transporting units above.

Very large Attacker gets a +1 to hit when shooting.
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This indicates units like mecha, landships or huge critters, which have a high
number of DPs and are heavily armoured.

Walker Treats difficult terrain as light terrain.

We usually give walkers a slower CHARGE speed to compensate for their cross-
country mobility.
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Pre-game Phase

Wandering Star has no point system and is scenario-based. To provide a varied
and still balanced playing experience, a pre-game phase lets you randomly
determine the composition of your forces and the scenario to be played.

Of course feel free to modify or leave out any part of the pre-game phase you
don't like. I have included the force composition tables for the two factions of
our campaign, which takes place in a setting called Palomar Breach. If you put
together your own forces, just change the according tables. 

1. Chose a Scenario

Roll 1D10 to chose a scenario and place the objectives. There are two types of
objectives: Primary and secondary. A primary objective can only be attempted if
at least one secondary objective has been achieved by the same player one or
more turns before.

1 A Simple Investigation: 3 objectives. The player who first achieves at
least two objectives has won.

2 Lock & Key: 2 Secondary objectives, 1 primary objective. The player who
first achieves the primary objective has won.

3 Unclear Priorities: 2 Secondary objectives, 1 primary objective. The
player who first achieves the primary objective has won. However, it is
not clear from the beginning which objective is the primary one. Each
time before an objective is attempted, determine randomly if it is the
primary.

4 Race Against Time: 5 objectives. The player who achieves the most
objectives in 8 turns has won.

5 The Extraction: 2 objectives. When an objective is achieved, there is a
50% chance that the object to be extraced is at this location. The object
will accompany a unit in contact if it moves no more than ADVANCE speed.
A unit escorting an object can not be shot at. The object can be taken by
any other unit that gets into contact. If no unit is in contact, it will stay
where it was left (also if a unit is retreating because it breaks). The
player who gets the objective back to his table edge has won.
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6 A Heroic Stand: 2 Secondary objectives, 1 primary objective. The player
who holds the primary objective for two turns after it has been achieved
wins (i.e. prevents the other player from achieving the primary
objective).

7 A Perilous Journey: 2 Secondary objectives, 2 primary objectives. The
playing area is divided into two parts, e.g. by a river or a wall. There is
one crossing or entrance point. The first area should be 2/3 of the table,
the second 1/3. 2 secondary objectives are placed in the larger part and
the 2 primary objectives in the smaller part. Whoever achieves a primary
objective first has won. Both players have to set up their forces in the
larger part of the table.

8 The Escort: 1 objective. Determine randomly who will be the defender.
The defender may place the objective on his table edge. The objective
has to be moved before the orders phase. It may move up to 20cm and
may not shoot or be shot at. If contacted by the enemy, it has to stop
and may only continue moving if no longer in contact with an enemy
unit. If the defender succeeds in moving the objective over the table, he
has won. The attacker wins if he successfully interacts with the object.

9 Follow the Clue: 2 Secondary objectives, 1 primary objective. The
primary objective is placed by the player who first achieves a secondary
objective. It may not be placed within 25cm of another objective, unit or
table edge.

10 Chance Encounter: 3 objectives. The player who first achieves at least
two objectives has won. However, units are not set up on the table edge.
Instead, the players take turns placing each others units anywhere on
the table. They must be at least 25cm from an objective and another
unit.

2. Assemble the Teams

Each side's troops consist of three Fireteams plus reinforcements (for the unit
stats, see below).

Roll 1D6 for the basic force:

1,2 2 Quar/Pasiphaean Fireteams
+ 1 supporting Fireteam

3,4,5,6 1 Quar/Pasiphaean Fireteam
+ 2 supporting Fireteams
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Chose the supporting Fireteams from: QEF: AAA / TCO: Brunt or Sedousian
Sharkmen.

Roll 1D6 for reinforcements: 1 Light Flyer

1,2 1 Weapon Team 2,3,4 light support
Vehicle

3,4 1 Special Ops Team 5 Transport

5,6 1 Vehicle ▶ Roll for vehicle 
type:

6 Tank

Chose Weapon Team from: QEF: Sniper Team, Hvy. Support Weapon Team /
TCO: Hvy. Support Weapon Team 

3. Roll for Special events

Each player rolls for a special event:

1 Stragglers: One of your units is delayed and enters the table at the start
of turn 2.

2 We come in peace: Your units may not attack an enemy unit during the
first turn.

3 The right tool for the job: Add +1 to all Interaction tests for one objective.

4 A cunning plan: Take initiative for one turn.

5 Superior Reconnaissance: You may set up all your units after the enemy
has set up.

6 In the grey of dawn: Visibility is limited to 20cm during the first two turns.

7 Fortune favours the brave: Re-roll any dice roll. You have to re-roll all of
the dice and accept the results.

8 Smoke Grenades: Once during the game, one unit may deploy smoke at
the beginning of the turn (after the orders phase). The unit counts as if in
soft cover for the rest of the turn.

9 Information is power: At the beginning of the first turn, you may draw one
objective chit and look at it before placing it face down next to the
objective.

10 Hero of Canton: Add a group of locals to your force (Blaster Pistols, no
armour, INT, STR and Morale 6).
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4. Begin the Adventure

The player who won the last game may chose his table edge. Then roll for
Initiative. Starting with the player with Initiative, the players take turns setting
up their Fireteams. After this is done, the first turn begins with the order phase.
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Unit Stats

The following unit stats are for forces from our own Palomar Breach background
(see Appendix). I've also included some suggestions for generic sci-fi units, but
those have not been playtested.

Quar Expeditionary Force

Infantry

Quar Rhyfler Fireteam INT: 3+ STR: 5+

Equipment: Plasma Carbine Light Armour (5+) Morale: 3+

Special Rules:

Quar Sniper Team INT: 3+ STR: 5+

Equipment: Sniper Rifle Light Armour (5+) Morale: 3+

Special Rules: Weapons Team (+2D6 for shooting), Camo Suit (always counts as if in
soft cover if given ADVANCE, OVERWATCH or INTERACT order)

Allied Alien Auxiliaries (AAA) INT: 4+ STR: 4+

Equipment: Laser Rifle Light Armour (5+) Morale: 4+

Special Rules:

RAPTS (Special Ops) INT: 3+ STR: 3+

Equipment: Laser Rifle Medium Armour (4+) Morale: 3+

Special Rules: Ranger

Vehicles

Jaybyrd (Light Flyer) Advance: 20cm Charge: 40cm

DP: 5 1. Plasma Carbine (3) Light Armour (5+) Repair: 5+
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Special Rules: Flyer, Soft Skin

Fyrd Support Walker Advance: 20cm Charge: 30cm

DP: 5 1. Hvy. Support Weapon (3)

2. Plasma Carbine (2)

Medium Armour (4+) Repair: 4+

Special Rules: Armoured, Walker (treats difficult terrain as light terrain)

Troop Transport Advance: 20cm Charge: 40cm

DP: 5 1. Hvy. Support Weapon (2)

2. Plasma Carbine (2)

Medium Armour (4+) Repair: 4+

Special Rules: Armoured, Transport (7)

Fyrn Assault Walker Advance: 20cm Charge: 30cm

DP: 7 1. Hvy. Support Weapon (5)

2. Plasma Carbine (3)

Heavy Armour (3+) Repair: 3+

Special Rules: Armoured, Walker

Terraforming Collective of Osome (TCO)

Pasiphaean Fireteam INT: 4+ STR: 5+

Equipment: Plasma Carbine Light Armour (5+) Morale: 5+

Special Rules:

Pasiphaean Weapons Support Team INT: 4+ STR: 5+

Equipment: Hvy Support Weapon Light Armour (5+) Morale: 5+

Special Rules: Weapons Team (+2D6 for shooting), Hvy Support Weapon (-1 when
shooting on ADVANCE move, no shooting if issued CHARGE order)

Sedousian Sharkman Fireteam INT: 3+ STR: 4+

Equipment: Laser Rifle Light Armour (5+) Morale: 4+
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Special Rules:

Brunt Fireteam INT: 5+ STR: 3+

Equipment: Plasma Carbine Light Armour (5+) Morale: 4+

Special Rules:

Mathraki (Special Ops) INT: 3+ STR: 4+

Equipment: Laser Rifle Medium Armour (4+) Morale: 3+

Special Rules: Ranger

Vehicles

Air Raft (Light Flyer) Advance: 20cm Charge: 40cm

DP: 5 1. Plasma Carbine (3) Light Armour (5+) Repair: 5+

Special Rules: Flyer, Soft Skin

Porpoise Fast Attack Vehicle Advance: 20cm Charge: 40cm

DP: 5 1. Hvy. Support Weapon (3)

2. Plasma Carbine (2)

Medium Armour (4+) Repair: 4+

Special Rules: Armoured

Troop Transport Advance: 20cm Charge: 40cm

DP: 5 1. Hvy. Support Weapon (2)

2. Plasma Carbine (2)

Medium Armour (4+) Repair: 4+

Special Rules: Armoured, Transport (7)

DS Tank Advance: 20cm Charge: 40cm

DP: 7 1. Hvy. Support Weapon (5)

2. Plasma Carbine (3)

Heavy Armour (3+) Repair: 3+

Special Rules: Armoured
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Generic Sci-Fi Types

Security Guards INT: 4+ STR: 5+

Equipment: Blaster Pistols No Armour Morale: 5+

Special Rules:

Free Trader Crew INT: 3+ STR: 5+

Equipment: Plasma Carbine Light Armour Morale: 3+

Special Rules: Commander

Power Armoured Troops INT: 3+ STR: 2+

Equipment: Laser Rifle Heavy Armour Morale: 2+

Special Rules: Power Armour

Xenomorph INT: 5+ STR: 3+

Equipment: Medium Armour Morale: 2+

Special Rules: Blades, Ranger, Camo Suit

Vehicles

Jet Bike Advance: 20cm Charge: 40cm

DP: 4 1. Hvy. Support Weapon (2)

2. Blaster Pistol (2)

Light Armour (5+) Repair: 4+

Special Rules: Flyer, Soft Skin, Nimble

Mech Advance: 20cm Charge: 40cm

DP: 10 1. Hvy. Support Weapon (6)

2. Plasma Carbine (4)

Heavy Armour (3+) Repair: 3+

Special Rules: Armoured, Walker, Very Large
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Power Loader Advance: 20cm Charge: 30cm

DP: 4 1. Blaster Pistol (6) Light Armour (5+) Repair: 5+

Special Rules: Soft Skin, Walker, Manipulators

Drop Pod Advance: - Charge: -

DP: 3 1. Hvy. Support Weapon (2) Light Armour (5+) Repair: 5+

Special Rules: Armoured, Drop Pod, Transport (5)
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Appendix: Palomar Breach

In the year 2098, an alien probe arrived in the solar system. After being
recovered by a Pan-African space mission, it was revealed to be a von
Neumann-machine containing the blueprints for a FTL propulsion system.
FTL ships were built by various governments and expeditions were sent
out.

Humans quickly met other species who had also received the gift of such
a probe. A rather long period of more or less successive communication
efforts, interrupted by wars, followed. In the year 2312, the
Interplanetary Union was formed. Uniting the various governments
(some, but not all of them species-centered), it has so far been quite
successful in preventing any further open warfare. There are, of course,
lots of small conflicts all over the IPU, many of them fought by
mercenaries in the service of big corporations.

In the year 2358, a wormhole opened in an uninhabitated system. The
wormhole led to an extremly far away globular cluster, named Palomar
Globular Cluster 4 by human scientists. 'Palomar Breach', as the
wormhole soon came to be called, was opened for colonization by IPU
resolution B58/6EQUJ5, the idea of the IPU being to channel all the unruly
elements to Pal4.

Since then, numerous vessels have passed through Palomar Breach,
some of them small fleets, others single ships trying to make their
fortune. Of course several corporations have sent surveying fleets to get
at the newly discovered resources, but also adventurers, political
outcasts, religious fanatics and crime syndicates took a chance at carving
out their own territory.

One of those
settlers is a group
of Quar, political
exiles from their
home world.
Fighting to create a
government based
on the principle of
equality, they
invited other
species to join
them. They have
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created a political coalition of different colony settlements under the name
of Archipelago. Their fighting arm is the Quar Excursion Force, which is
supported by interspecies units organised in the Allied Alien Auxiliaries.

Another faction is the TCO, an alliance of terraforming specialists whose
unorthodox methods have met with disapprobation in the IPU. Their main
pursuit is to alter the environments of worlds and to conduct large-scale

agricultural
experiments.

However, there is a
rumour that they
have a hidden
agenda: Some say
they believe that the
wormhole was
created artificially by
the same species that
had sent out the von
Neumann probes and
that they are looking
for remains of this

civilisation. Of course, serious scientists dismiss this as children's
stories...

The QEF consists of Zombiesmith Quar, while the AAA guys are all Khurasan Interstellar
Foreign Legion. They Fyrd Light Support Walker (of course the Pedestrians only use
walkers!) is a slightly modified Clockwork Goblin Mechpanzer.

The TCO are all Khurasan, namely Sharkmen, Desert Nomads and Brunt. Their Fast
Attack Vehicle is a Hotwheels toy to which I have added a gun and some small details.

Other vehicles we use come from Darkest Star Games, 15mm.co.uk, Clear Horizon and
Brigade Models.
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